CONGRATULATIONS
OKLAHOMA FFA
UT PERIODICALS & BOOKS

TO STATE AND AREA WINNERS IN FFA SOIL CONSERVATION CONTEST!

Shown above are the 9 FFA Chapter Presidents receiving Soil Conservation Awards from Joe C. Scott, President of Bankers Service Life Insurance Company, which sponsors the contest and annually provides $7,500 in prize money.

Interest and results in this soil-saving contest in Oklahoma have been so gratifying that the program has been requested and approved for the States of Tennessee, California, Arkansas and Kansas for 1957.

Conserving our soil is one of the most important duties of our citizens, both old and young; and we congratulate the 17,000 Oklahoma FFA members and their teachers in the 403 Chapters who are participating in this wonderful program.

Reading from left to right: Top row, Gary Jarvis, Chelsea Chapter; Dewey Tarkington, Antlers Chapter. Middle row, Don Krug, Guymon Chapter; Charles Thompson, Marland Chapter; A.R. Green, Sayre Chapter. Front row, Johnny Edwards, Stroud Chapter; Paul Singleterry, Marlow Chapter, the State Winner, receiving trophy and $500.00 check from Mr. Scott; Bernard Killer, Weatherford Chapter; and Jack Chapman, Calvin Chapter.